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“Tradition is not the worship of ashes,
but the preservation of fire.”

Gustav Mahler

What you are holding in your hand is a small gift that we want to give you
on the occasion of an important event for our company, the celebration
of our sixtieth anniversary. It is an important milestone that we are
celebrating in a year of great growth, in which we present new products,
new lines and new, important quality certifications. The beginning of
our story naturally comes back to mind when Caseificio Palazzo was
only just a small family-run cheese factory.
Many years have passed since then and times have changed but certain
values, for us, have remained the same of those early days, even nowadays
with our products available all over the world: by using only the freshest
and most accurately selected raw materials to produce our cheese
through handmade work processes; by adopting the highest standard
quality levels in order to guarantee that our products are an authentic
expression of their territory of origin. These are truly excellent Apulian
products bringing the best of our region to your table.
With this same spirit, we invited one of our favourite chefs, Luigi
Pugliese, from the Scinuà Restaurant, to create twenty original, healthy
and simple ways to use the Murgella cheese for cooking, together with
other extraordinary products from our territory in recipes for all seasons.

Cheers!
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Luigi Pugliese (class of 1979) is one of the emerging talents from among
the best in the Apulian restaurant business. It was the great success of
his little restaurant, Scinuà, in the middle of the historical centre of
Putignano that brought him regional fame.
For him, it’s not a restaurant but rather a concept. The idea behind
his cooking is an intriguing axiom: making exclusive use of ingredients
which are common to the local gastronomic culture with a sensitivity
gained from his many international travels: contemporary and soughtafter, but with no extremism.
The dishes that he has come up with are inspired by North-European
schools as well as North African schools, with the Japanese typical
constant search for perfection in simplicity, but which in the end, are free
interpretations of his instinct, the result of his own personal style that
mixes ordinary ingredients of the local culture with universal concepts.

The chef
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Caciocavallo Silano P.D.O.
Caciocavallo Silano P.D.O. is a cheese with very ancient origins, produced
with raw cow’s milk according to P.D.O. production regulations.
In Italian “cacio” means cheese and “cavallo” both “across” and
“horse”, and there are various hypothesis on the origin of the name:
some refer it to the custom, still alive, to tie cheeses in pairs and hang
them to mature across a stick or a beam.
It is a highly nutritious cheese, a star of the Mediterranean diet, which is
recommended for children, sport lovers and seniors. Its peculiar flavour
makes it one of the most appreciated cheeses among the best chefs of
the world Caciocavallo Silano P.D.O. is branded with the typical pine
tree which guaranteesits authenticity.
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Courgette flowers with lard, grains, vegetables
and Caciocavallo Silano P.D.O. fondue

CACIOCAVALLO SILANO P.D.O.

For 4 servings

For the fondue

4 courgette flowers
4 slices of smoked bacon
100g boiled mixed grains
100g mixed vegetables in small cubes
2 tablespoons fresh ricotta cheese
Basil

100g whole milk
200g Caciocavallo Silano P.D.O. grated
Nutmeg
1 egg yolk

Wash the courgette flowers and remove the stalk. Brown the vegetable cubes in
scented oil. Add some broth until tender. Then, add the cooked grains and the fresh
ricotta cheese. Salt to taste. Fill each flower with the mixture and then wrap it in a
slice of bacon. Heat the milk on the stove and gradually bring it to a light boil.
Add the Caciocavallo Silano P.D.O. a little at a time and with the help of a whisk, stir
to obtain a fluid consistency. Add the yolk and thicken.
Cook the flowers in a hot oven for 5 minutes and serve with caciocavallo sauce.
As a summer alternative, you can immerse the flower, as prepared above, in the
batter and fry it. Serve with a small jar of fruit jam.
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Chest of Savoy cabbage and barley
with Caciocavallo Silano P.D.O
For 4 servings

CACIOCAVALLO SILANO P.D.O.

4 tender cabbage leaves
150g pearl barley
2 pinches of grated
Caciocavallo Silano P.D.O.
100g in-season
mixed vegetable cubes

40g cubed Caciocavallo Silano P.D.O.
10 winter cherry tomatoes
4 thin slices of
Caciocavallo Silano P.D.O.
Olive oil, salt,
pepper and thyme (to taste)

Boil the cabbage leaves for a few seconds in salted water. Drain, and put them on a
cloth and dab them. On the side, cook the pearl barley as you would a risotto, with
any available vegetables. Mix with the grated caciocavallo. Cool the pearl barley by
spreading it in a large wide container, salt and pepper to taste and add the cubes of
caciocavallo evenly. Form small spheres and wrap them with a cabbage leaf. Lastly,
lay a thin slice of caciocavallo on the prepared chests and bake at 150° for 10 minutes.
Place the small prepared chests on the serving plate, garnished with a tomato cream.
The Caciocavallo Silano P.D.O. plays a decisive role in this recipe: at first, for its
pleasant crunchy and scorched taste on the outside, immediately followed by a soft
and delicate mixture on the inside. It is ideal as a starter but can also be a first course
with great character.
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CACIOCAVALLO SILANO P.D.O.

Lasagne with capocollo,
Caciocavallo Silano P.D.O. and wild chicory
For 4 servings
200g capocollo (thin slices)
4 cherry tomatoes
A bunch of chicory

A handful of pitted black olives
8 slices of Caciocavallo Silano P.D.O.
Basil leaves (to taste)

Use a non-stick pan, lightly cook the capocollo slices and salt to taste. On the side,
boil the chicory in lightly salted water and then mix them with olive oil and garlic,
adding some fresh cherry tomatoes. On baking paper, make a kind of lasagne by
alternating slices of meat, vegetables and caciocavallo. Repeat layers another two
times and bake at 200° for 5 minutes. Serve hot with toasted bread.
A complete and wholesome second course, suitable for all seasons.
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Mini Spizzico of smoked scamorza

The Mini Spizzico are small and versatile morsels of smoked scamorza
cheese. They go well with an aperitif and are excellent (both cold and
hot) for enriching starters, salads and traditional dishes or served as a
tasty snack. They are great for mixed skewers, using vegetables or other
ingredients, as you like, and cook on the grill. The production process of
Mini Spizzico of smoked scamorza does not include the use of animal
rennet and so they have been officially recognised as a vegetarian
product by the “Associazione Vegetariana Italiana”.
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MINI SPIZZICO OF SMOKED SCAMORZA

Scorched-wheat strascinate pasta with Jerusalem
artichoke cream, mushrooms
and Mini Spizzico of smoked scamorza
VEGETARIAN RECIPE

For 4 servings
200g pasta
300g Jerusalem artichokes
4 Cardoncelli mushrooms
20 Mini Spizzico of smoked scamorza

Prepare the Jerusalem artichoke cream, cooking it with vegetable broth.
Brown the mushrooms in the pan with a thyme twig and an unpeeled garlic clove.
Add the Jerusalem artichoke cream. Salt and pepper to taste and allow the flavours
to blend. Cook the pasta, pour it into the pan and stir into mixture. Put the pasta
in single-serving bowls, top with Mini Spizzico of smoked scamorza, a few halved
cherry tomatoes and bake in the oven at 180° for 8 minutes.

This dish is a contemporary and lighter version
of grandmother’s baked pasta.
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MINI SPIZZICO OF SMOKED SCAMORZA

Skewer with Mini Spizzico of smoked scamorza,
mushrooms and tomatoes in oil
For 4 servings

For the potato cream

8 Mini Spizzico
of smoked scamorza
4 cardoncelli mushroom heads
4 tomatoes in oil

Salt to taste,
if possible smoked salt
200g of potatoes
A slice of smoked bacon

Peel and dice the potatoes and boil them in the water in which you put a slice
of smoked bacon, in infusion. Leave in the infusion for half an hour, then blend
everything together and salt to taste.
Prepare the bamboo skewer, alternating the ingredients and serve
with the smoke potato cream.
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Classic Burrata
Burrata is a kneaded cheese product similar to mozzarella, yet with a
softer and creamier consistency. It came into being in the early 1900s.
Nowadays, it is considered one of the most tempting specialities of the
Apulian dairy tradition.
Murgella Burrata is one of our best-selling product: a unique product
with an entrancing taste and a fresh and creamy texture.
Murgella Burrata is hand-processed by filling a kneaded cheese bag
with a creamy stuffing made of torn mozzarella and cream, called
stracciatella. Murgella Burrata won a Gold Medal at the World Cheese
Awards 2010 (November 2010, Birmingham), placing first among the
cheeses in its category.
The best way to appreciate our burrata is to eat it as it is, or with a
drizzle of extra virgin olive oil and basil leaves. No animal rennet is used
for the production of our burrata. For this reason the “Associazione
Vegetariana Italiana” has officially certified it as a vegetarian product.
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Broad bean purée
with Classic Burrata and dried figs
VEGETARIAN RECIPE

For 4 servings
CLASSIC BURRATA

1 Classic Burrata, 200g
Bar of dried figs
with almonds (as required)
Turmeric (as required)
Strings of chili pepper
(as required)

Mint (as required)
200g dried white
broad beans
Vincotto (as required)
1 garlic clove

Prepare a classic broad bean purée and sauté in a pan with a little bit of extra virgin
olive oil, a garlic clove and a few mint leaves. Pour a small spoonful in a dish and
complete with flakes of Classic Burrata, very thin slices of dried figs, a sprinkle of
turmeric and chili peppers strings. Finish off with a little extra virgin olive oil, a few
drops of vincotto and figs.
This dish has the Mediterranean inside.
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Bread millefoglie with turnip greens,
grilled mushrooms and Classic Burrata
VEGETARIAN RECIPE

CLASSIC BURRATA

For 4 servings
8 slices of toasted bread
200g boiled turnip greens
4 grilled mushrooms

1 Classic Burrata, 200g
Salt flakes (as required)
Extra virgin olive oil (as required)

Cut the homemade bread into very thin slices and toast.
Grill the mushrooms and flavour with aromatic oil. Boil the turnip greens and flavour
with olive oil and salt flakes. Prepare the dish by alternating the toasted bread with
greens, mushrooms and the burrata.
A simple snack, with an interesting and metropolitan nature
that may well find its habitat in a sandwich.
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Smoked Burratina
Smoked Burratina is a variant of the traditional burrata, with a strong
flavour outside given by the smoking process, in contrast with a sweet
and creamy inside. These features make it perfect for many different
culinary combinations.
In 2014 our Smoked Burratina won a BRONZE medal at the World
Cheese Awards, the only award in the soft/semi-soft smoked cheese
category. No animal rennet is used for the production of our Smoked
Burratina. For this reason the “Associazione Vegetariana Italiana” has
officially certified it as a vegetarian product.
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Smoked Burratina with Swiss chard,
garlic, olive oil and chili peppers
VEGETARIAN RECIPE

SMOKED BURRATINA

For 4 servings
4 balls of Smoked Burrata cheese, 100g each
4 bunches of tender chard
4 garlic cloves
4 chili peppers
Cut off the top part of the Smoked Burratina and empty half of the content.
On the side, stir-fry the Swiss chard (parboil it first) in oil, garlic and chili peppers,
with a pinch of salt. Stuff the Smoked Burratina with some Swiss chard leaves and
serve with a wafer of toasted bread. Serve on the side, the rest of the Smoked Burrata
centre, drizzled with the oil from the Swiss chard preparation.
This course is a hot starter for colder seasons. Served with Apulian bread bruschetta,
this is a simple dish, and in some ways, a bit unusual. Ideal for brunch, lunch break
or cocktail hour.
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Mezze maniche pasta with pea,
sausage and Smoked Burratina cream sauce
For 4 servings
SMOKED BURRATINA

250g pasta
300g peas
1 spring onion
Some celery leaves

1 sprig of parsley
1 potato
Vegetable broth
100g fresh sausage
1 Smoked Burratina, 100g

Prepare a base with olive oil, spring onion, celery leaves and parsley sprig,
lightly fry the potato cut into cubes and then, the peas. Add a few ladles of broth
and cook. Blend together, filter and put aside. In a pan, cook the peeled sausage, add
some white wine, evaporate and keep warm. Cook the pasta and blend it with the
pea cream. Pour into a plate, sprinkle with sausage and serve with Smoked Burratina.
One of the most popular summer dishes in Scinuà with a recipe that can be prepared
all year round using good-quality frozen peas found on the market.
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Burrata with truffle
This unique variant of our burrata has a strong flavour and contrasts
nicely with its delicate centre, making it a great-tasting product which
is eaten just as it is. It’s ideal for more elaborate culinary combinations.
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Lamb ribs
and Truffle Burrata Cream
BURRATA WITH TRUFFLE

For 4 servings
4 lamb ribs
4 lettuce hearts
4 mushroom heads

4 small potatoes
1 Burratina with truffle
Salt and pepper to taste

Steam the lettuce and put it aside. Cut the burrata and separate the mozzarella
ribbons from cream. Wrap each potato in tin foil and cook in the oven for 40 minutes
at 200°. Brown the ribs in a pan and add the mushroom heads, a small sprig of thyme
and salt and pepper to taste. On a warmed plate, put the lettuce leaf, the potato
(after removing the tin foil and have added salt and pepper to taste) and the
stracciatella of the burrata with truffle. Place the lamb and mushroom on the plate
and serve with the burrata cream (put aside previously).
A winter dish in all its essence.
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Winter salad and Burratina with truffle
BURRATA WITH TRUFFLE

For 4 servings
100g boiled chickpeas
100g cabbage
100g turnip greens
50g potatoes

50g Polignano carrots
50g brown rice
2 crusco peppers
1 Burratina with truffle, 100g

Prepare a varied but balanced mixed salad and dress with salt flakes, a tablespoon of
Tahina, a few drops of soy sauce and extra virgin olive oil. Mix and let flavours blend
for about 30 minutes. Serve on a flat plate with a Burrata with truffle, cut in half,
on the top and rye bread.
This is a healthy dish, with a universal preparation, easily adaptable to all world
cultures. A perfect mix of tradition and well-being.
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Stracciatella di burrata

Stracciatella is the tasty and creamy stuffing for the burrata. A mix of
torn mozzarella and cream. The word “stracciatella” comes from the
verb “stracciare” (to tear) as its pieces of spun paste are torn. Stracciatella
can be used to enrich cooked dishes, to season pizza, bruschetta and
appetizers or can be served with cold cuts and toasted bread.
No animal rennet is used for the production of our Stracciatella di
burrata. For this reason the “Associazione Vegetariana Italiana” has
officially certified it as a vegetarian product.
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Steamed artichokes, strands of Stracciatella
and seared prawns
For 4 servings
STRACCIATELLA DI BURRATA

4 very fresh artichokes
12 high-quality prawns
8 tablespoons of Stracciatella
Extra virgin olive oil

Fresh mandarin juice
Sweet mustard (as required)
Fennel leaves
Candied red onion
120g Stracciatella di burrata

Peel the artichokes and place in acidulated water. Clean the prawns and rinse.
Prepare an emulsion of olive oil, mustard and mandarin juice. Place in refrigerator.
Cook the artichokes for a few minutes, judging if they’re cooked by the stem, then put
them immediately in water and ice. Drain and dab dry with a paper towel.
In a non-stick pan, sear (at high temperature) the prawns and lay them in a plate.
Pour the emulsion over the artichoke and place it on serving dish. Do the same with
the chopped prawns and place them inside the artichoke. Complete the preparation
with Stracciatella at room temperature and top with a thin slice of candied red onion.
This is a very elegant and sophisticated dish. For important occasions, it can be
served with sparkling wine. The creaminess of the stracciatella creates a fresh and
full-flavoured taste.
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Ingot of aubergine parmigiana

STRACCIATELLA DI BURRATA

VEGETARIAN RECIPE

For 4 servings
1 aubergine
80g Stracciatella di burrata
100g mortadella

2 ladles of tomato sauce
Basil (as required)
Fig vincotto (as required)

Cut the aubergine in rectangular pieces and sprinkle with salt until it loses some of
its juice (to be re-used later). Rinse well and dab with paper towel.
Cover the aubergines with oil and cook on medium heat on all sides. Put a tablespoon
of fig vincotto in the aubergine juice. Stir the mixture and apply to the aubergine
with a brush while cooking. This procedure will give a caramelizing effect to the
aubergine and give it a crunchy exterior but tender interior. Place it in a serving dish,
over the mortadella, strands of stracciatella and (on the side) a ladle of tomato sauce.
Complete with fresh basil.
A classic aubergine parmigiana with a contemporary flare.
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Giuncata
Giuncata gets its name and shape from the mould made of rush leaves
(giunco) it was put into in ancient times to solidify the cheese.
Today, for sanitary reasons, the natural rush mould can no longer be
used, therefore the basket is now made out of plastic material for food use.
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Giuncata “alla Milanese”, with wild fennel taralli
bread crumbs and celery mayonnaise
For 4 servings

For the mayonnaise

GIUNCATA

320g Giuncata
A handful of bread crumbs
40 Apulian wild fennel taralli, ground up
4 eggs
8 pinches of flour
Dried tomatoes (as required)

10 celery leaves
50ml extra virgin olive oil
5 taralli
Lemon juice
A few capers
Fresh garlic sprouts
Salt and pepper

Cut the Giuncata into cubes and leave it for a few minutes on a dry towel.
Then, roll the cheese first in the flour, then in the beaten egg mixture with a little bit
of salt and finally in the bread crumbs. Fry in very hot oil for 2 minutes until they
are completely golden and serve with dried tomatoes in oil and celery mayonnaise.
For the mayonnaise:
Parboil the lighter celery leaves. Blend all the other ingredients together until it is a
fluid cream that will have to be sifted.
A simple, versatile but tasty recipe. Ideal for cocktail hour or as a starter.
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Risotto
with shellfish and Giuncata
For 4 servings
GIUNCATA

200g acquerello rice
200g scampi-prawns-mantis shrimp

50g Giuncata
Lemon zest (as required)
Basil essence (as required)

Toast the rice without any fat. Add some white wine, evaporate and then add broth
three times the weight of the rice. At three/fourths cooking time, add the shellfish cut
in pieces and mix in small cubes of Giuncata and lemon rind, until smooth.
Add basil essence to taste and place on serving dish. Garnish with some giuncata
cubes and herbs or edible flowers.
A woman’s touch.
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Treccia di Mozzarella
Our expert cheese-makers braid the pasta filata in order to obtain the typical braidshape from which the product gets its name. Our Treccia di Mozzarella produced
won a GOLD Medal at the 25th Edition of the World Cheese Awards 2013, the only
GOLD awarded in the category of Mozzarella, fresh, cows’ milk (large or small), and
in 1995, Caseificio Palazzo entered the Guinness Book of World Records with the
production of the largest braid of mozzarella in the world. No animal rennet is used
for the production of our treccia di mozzarella. For this reason the “Associazione
Vegetariana Italiana” has officially certified it as a vegetarian product.
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TRECCIA DI MOZZARELLA

Slice of Treccia di Mozzarella
“in carrozza”
For 4 servings
1 Treccia di Mozzarella, 200g
Bread crumbs (as required)

Anchovy oil (as required)
2 anchovy fillets
4 broccoletti

In a pan, fry bread crumbs with 2 anchovy fillets.
Cook the broccoletti on the side.
Arrange the ingredients on the plate as you wish and garnish with anchovy oil.
The idea is to reinterpret one of the classic Italian recipes.
A more courageous attempt yet very popular.
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Piattella of Smoked Scamorza
Piattella is one of the many versions of our Smoked Scamorza.
It is very practical to use for cooking and it is recognised as a vegetarian
product by the Italian Vegetarian Association.
It is round and flattened, ideal to be cooked lightly on a hot-plate, grill
or in a pan. It’s most flavourful when served hot with fresh, in-season
vegetables or salad. It is perfect for a delicious summer cook out and as
a nutritious and tasty vegetarian dish.
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PIATTELLA OF SMOKED SCAMORZA

Hot/cold Piattella of Smoked Scamorza
For 4 servings
4 Piattella of Smoked Scamorza
Dried fig ice cream (as required)
Pralined almonds (as required)
Salted caramel (as required)

Lightly cook the piattella on the hot-plate on both sides until it is soft.
Serve on a warmed plate with a spoon of ice cream.
Drizzle the salted caramel on top with a sprinkle of pralined almonds.
A provocative dish which relies on the contrast between temperature and consistency.
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PIATTELLA OF SMOKED SCAMORZA

Piattella of Smoked scamorza “alla boscaiola”
For 4 servings
4 Piattella of Smoked Scamorza
400g mushrooms
Olives (as required)

20 cherry tomatoes
Celery, carrot, onion (as required)
Bay leaf, rosemary, thyme (as required)
Salt, to taste

Chop up and sauté the celery, carrots and onions and put in pan. Prepare the
“boscaiola” sauce by adding the mushrooms, cut in pieces. Salt lightly. Add the
cherry tomatoes, aromatic herbs and olives. Grill the Piattella of Smoked Scamorza
or lightly cook in the oven, and serve with hot sauce.
Just like a pizza.
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Pecorino Gran Murgiano
Pecorino Gran Murgiano is a new entry in the selection of aged cheeses produced by
Caseificio Palazzo. This hard cheese is made with sheep milk, following a traditional
Pugliese recipe.
It is produced in the Murgia area, in the south of Bari, from which it takes the name
Gran Murgiano. It is matured for minimum 3 months, in order to obtain the typical
taste of the pecorino cheese. The Pecorino Gran Murgiano can be served as dessert
with fresh figs, jam or honey, or can be used grated to garnish your main courses.
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Thick spaghetti with
Pecorino Gran Murgiano pesto, winter tomatoes
with quinoa and Classic Burrata cheese
PECORINO GRAN MURGIANO

For 4 servings

For the pesto sauce

250g spaghetti
2 tablespoons of boiled red quinoa
1 Classic Burrata, 200g

10 winter tomatoes
1 handful of Pecorino Gran Murgiano
2 tablespoons of fresh ricotta cheese
10 basil leaves
2 tablespoons of peeled almonds
1 garlic clove
Extra virgin olive oil

Boil the tomatoes for just a minute, then cool.
Peel the tomatoes and take out the seeds. Mix the tomato pulp with all the other
ingredients to obtain a pesto for the pasta. Put a portion into a plate and complete
with quinoa and slices of Classic Burrata cheese.
A winter dish of great personality, played on the contrast between the fresh delicacy
of the burrata and the definite taste of the pesto sauce.
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PECORINO GRAN MURGIANO

Baked apple
and caramelised Pecorino Gran Murgiano
For 4 servings
4 apples (golden or Murgiana)
800g Pecorino Gran Murgiano

4 tablespoons of honey
Candied oranges (as required)
Brown sugar (as required)

Wrap the apples in tin foil and cook in the oven at 180° for 25 minutes.
Take out the pulp from the apples with a spoon and mix with pieces of pecorino,
honey and candied oranges. Fill in the apples, sprinkle with brown sugar and cook in
the oven at 200° for 10 minutes. Serve hot.
This dessert plays upon the contrast between textures and the sweet,
salty and scorched flavours.
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Via C. Contegiacomo, n.c.
70017 Putignano (BA)
You can find all of our products on
murgella.it

